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United States Patent Office 3,150,578 
Patented Sept. 29, 1964 

3,150,578 
CUTSZE.CONTINUOUS SHEETER 

Ingvald Dale and John W. Caswell, Hoquiam, Wash., 
isors to Lamb Grays Harbor Co., Inc., Hoquiam, 
aS 

Filed July 23, 1962, Ser. No. 211,804 
6 Claims. (C. 93-93) 

This invention relates to what is herein designated a 
"Cut Size Continuous Sheeter.” More specifically, the 
invention relates to a novel combination of mechanisms that are operable for the high speed cutting, stacking 
and discharging, without interruption, of reams of stack 
ed paper sheets of predetermined count. 

It is the principal object of this invention to provide 
a combination of unitary mechanisms that are operable 
conjointly for the drawing of paper strips into the cut 
ting machine; for the high speed cutting of said strips as 
delivered thereto either singly or in multiples to produce 
pieces of a predetermined size; for the even stacking of 
the pieces as successively cut and for the delivery of the 
stacks from the machine in reams of predetermined count. 

it is also an object of this invention to equip the sheet 
cutting mechanism with novel means for the delivery of 
the cut paper sheets therefrom at high speed, without 
clogging or jamming of the sheet feeding or stacking 
mechanism; to provide a novel form of vibrating box for 
the reception of the cut sheets for stack formation; to pro 
vide a continuous layboy for the stacking of the sheets 
and means for lowering the ream stacks of predetermined 
count, as formed, from the stacking box and then dis 
charging them between deaerating belts which operate 
to squeeze and roll out air from between the sheets and 
move the stack, without disruption to a wrapping or pack 
aging station. 

Further objects and advantages of the present inven 
tion reside in the detail of construction of the several 
unitary parts employed in the present combination and 
in their mode of operation as will hereinafter be de 
scribed. 

In accomplishing the above mentioned and other ob 
jects of the invention, we have provided the improved 
details of construction, the preferred forms of which are 
illustrated in the accompanying drawings wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a side view of the machine, shown apart 
from the sheet cutter, embodying the improvements of 
the present invention therein, particularly illustrating the 
cut sheet feeding means, the sheet stacking box, the stack 
lowering means and the stack deaerating belts. 

FIG. 1A is a cross section taken on line 1A-1A in 
FIG. 1. 
FIG. 2 is a central, longitudinal sectional view of the 

machine as seen in FIG. 1, taken in the vertical plane of 
line 2-2 in FIG. 3. 
FIG. 3 is a top or plan view of the machine, as shown 

in FIGS. 1 and 2. 
FIG. 4 is a side view of the rotary paper strip cutter 

as installed at the receiving end of the machine of FIG. 1. 
FIG. 5 is a plan view of the sheet cutter shown in 

FIG. 4. 
FIG. 6 is the discharge end elevation of the machine 

of FIG, . 
FIG. 7 is a longitudinal section of the paper strip cutter 

taken on line 7-7 in FIG. 5. 
FIG. 7A is an enlarged cross sectional detail on line 

7A-7A in FIG. 7. 
FIG. 8 is a schematic showing of the pneumatic system 

for control of the machine's operations. 
Referring more in detail to the drawings: To impart 

a better understanding of the several units embodied in 
the present machine, their assembly, relationship and 
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mode of operation, it will here be explained that, as 
shown in the several assembly views of the drawings, the 
machine comprises a succession of cooperatively related 
and operatively connected mechanisms that are indi 
vidually designated in their entireties as follows: 

(1) A high speed rotary sheet cutter "R' shown best 
in FIGS. 5, 4, and 7. 

(2) A feed section, designated in its entirety by refer 
ence letter “F” which receives the sheets of paper as 
discharged from the rotary cutter. 

(3) A vibrating stacking box V which receives the 
cut sheets of paper from the feed section and forms them 
into a stack. 

(4) A stack deaerating section D which receives the 
stacks of paper of predetermined count and advances 
them after deaeration to a packaging or wrapping station. 
The rotary cutter R herein shown might be one of 

any suitable kind and form adapted to the present op 
eration and no claim is made specifically thereto inso 
far as the rapid and continuous cutting of pieces of 
specified length from strips of paper fed thereto is con 
cerned. 

It has been shown in FIG. 7, that four strips of paper 
of the same width, designated, respectively, by reference 
characters, a, b, c, and d, are being simultaneously drawn 
from supply rolls, not shown, to the cutter R and are 
brought together therein and are cut thereby to proper 
length and the pieces delivered, four at a time, from the 
cutter onto the downwardly sloping top run of the sheet 
conveyor beltsystem of the sheet feed section F for their 
conveyance and delivery thereby into the vibrating stack 
ing box V. - 

It is further shown in FIGS. 1 and 4 that the rotary 
cutter R is mounted at the higher, right hand end of 
the rigid, main frame structure, of the machine. This 
frame structure preferably is fabricated of angle and 
channel iron pieces. The cutter R is of unitary forma 
tion and is supported on laterally spaced, horizontal 
channel beams 12 which, in turn, are supported by 
paired laterally spaced vertical legs 13, located at that 
end of said main frame structure. As best shown in 
FIGS. 4, 5, and 7, the cutter R comprises the usual fly 
knife mounting reel 14, equipped with a spirally directed 
knife or blade 14 that coacts, as the reel revolves, with 
a fixed blade bar 15 to cut the paper strips and discharge 
the pieces, as cut to exact length, onto the top run of 
a sheet discharge belt 16 which, as best shown in FIG. 
7, operates about parallel, driven rollers 17, 18 and 19, 
to deliver the cut sheets endwise and ultimately to the 
feed section F of the machine. - 

Driving of the paper cutter R is effected by means 
of an electric motor 20 that has a driving belt connec 
tion 2 with the drive shaft of the fly knife mounting 
reel 14, as shown in FIGS.4 and 7. 
The discharge belt 16 of the cutter R is provided along 

its central longitudinal line with a continuous row of 
spaced perforations 25 and it is mounted for travel at 
its opposite ends about the roller 18 and 19 with its 
top run sliding on and passing across the top wall 30 
of a vacuum chamber 31 that is fixed in the frame of 
the cutter; this top wall 30 being formed with a slit 
32 with which the row of perforations 25 of the belt 
16 register in travel across the chamber, thus to apply 
suction through the belt perforation that will cause the 
sheets of paper as sheared from the strips to be drawn 
to and held against the belt and positively fed thereby 
into the higher, receiving end of the feed section F. The 
vacuum chamber 31 and slot 32 terminate short of the 
discharge end of belt 16 for release and discharge of 
the paper sheets from the belt into feed section F. 
The feed section F of the machine comprises a guide 

way that is supported by and which extends along the top 
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of the main frame structure at a downwardly sloping 
angle of approximately 10° as well shown in FIG.2 and 
the sheet conveyor belt 33, as contained therein and onto 
which the cut sheets are delivered from belt 16 of the 
cutter R, slopes downwardly accordingly toward its dis 
charge end to the receiving end of the sheet stacking 
box V. 

It is seen in FIGS. 2 and 3 that the continuous belt 33 
onto which the cut sheets of paper are discharged from 
belt 16, is disposed for travel in alignment with and along 
the longitudinal central plane of the cutter frame and 
feed section F; the belt guideway being defined by later 
ally spaced parallel, opposite side plates 34-34'. This 
belt 33 is of substantial width and the sheets of paper as 
dropped thereon between the side plates 34-34 are car 
ried thereby and delivered into the stacking box which 
is mounted at the lower end of the belt guideway as seen 
in FIGS. 1 and 3. 
The sidewalls 34-34 of the sheet guideway are in 

fixed spacing and are equipped at the under edges of their 
higher end portions with short downwardly directed 
ears 36 that are bolted as at 37 in FIG. 1, to the upper 
ends of the laterally spaced legs 3 at that end of the 
machine, and, at their lower ends, are supported in fixed 
spacing on and by a cross-bar 38 that is fixed transversely 
of the main frame structure, as shown in FIG. 1, to the 
upper ends of laterally spaced vertical members 13' at 
that end of the main frame. 
The feed belt 33 is mounted at its receiving and dis 

charge ends, respectively, for travel about transverse 
horizontal rollers 40 and 41 which have trunnions at 
their ends revolubly mounted in bearings 42-42 fixed 
to parts of the main frame structure as seen in FIGS. 1, 
3 and 5. The trunnion at one end of roller 40 is extended 
and mounts a driving wheel 43 about which a belt 44, 
operating from a driven belt wheel 45 or the cutter 
mechanism, as in FIG. 5, is extended. 
The vibrating ream forming box V into which the paper 

sheets are discharged from belt 33 for stacking is de 
fined by laterally spaced opposite sidewalls 46-46, see 
FIG. 3, extending substantially as continuations of the op 
posite walls of the guideway containing the sheet delivery 
belt 33. The outer end of the box has a closing wall 47. 
When paper sheets are discharged from belt 33 they are 
stopped by the end wall 47 and are dropped onto a hori 
zontal box bottom plate 49. 

During the stack forming operation, the box V is caused 
to be laterally vibrated by a conventonal form of air 
operated vibrating device designated by numeral 50, 
best shown in FIG. 3. This device 50 is seen to be opera 
tively attached at 45 degrees to the endwall 47 and to 
a sidewall 46 to impart vibrations in both directions. 
Spring guides 51-5 are mounted to side walls 46, and 
form vibrating back guide to complete box for forming 
eaS. 

The plate 49 which serves as a bottom for the stacking 
box is supported horizontally on the upper end of the 
piston rod 58' that extends upwardly from an air 
cylinder 58 mounted directly below the stacking box on 
the top end of an air cylinder 58.x as observed in FIG. 2. 

It is seen in FIGS. 1 and 2, that the cylinders 58 
and 58x are joined end to end in coaxial alignment, 
Piston rod 53' extends from a piston 58p fitted for travel 
in cylinder 58 and cylinder 58x is fitted with a piston 58' 
on a piston rod that extends downwardly and has sup 
porting connection at its lower end on a fixed block 58z. 
The arrangement of cylinders 58 and 58x is best seen 

in FIG. 8. It is shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 that the cylinders 
joined end to end are movable endwise as a unit in a 
guide 59 fixed to the frame structure. 
At the start of a ream cutting and stacking operation, 

the box bottom plate or table 49 is in its upper, or fully 
lifted position as shown in dash lines in FIG. 2, but as the 
sheets of paper build up the stack on this plate, it is 
caused to be slowly and gradually metered down by 
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4. 
downward travel of the joined cylinders, under control of 
means presently explained, thus to keep the top of the 
stack at a constant level. 
When the forming stack reaches a predetermined count, 

a set of flat, bar-like fingers 60 are caused to be projected 
horizontally across its top surface thus to catch and 
support the oncoming cut sheets of paper as they con 
tinue to be delivered from belt 33 into the box V. The 
formed stack on plate 49 is then quickly lowered to 
stack discharge level as indicated by the full line show 
ing of the plate 49 in FIG. 2, and the stack is then pushed 
endwise from plate 49 between the stack deaerating belts 
of unit D as seen in FIG. 2, which are presently to be 
fully described. 
The stack supporting fingers 60 are all mounted in the 

same plane and are coextensive. They are fixedly Sup 
ported by and extended forward from the forward end 
of a carrier frame 62 that is reciprocally slidable on and 
along a bar 63 that normally extends substantially hori 
zontally beneath the plane of travel of conveyor belt 
33 and is fixedly mounted at its forward end in a Sup 
porting hanger bar 64 with pivotal mountings 64 that 
permits the forward end of the bar 63 to be moved up 
ward and downward. 
With the full lowering of a finished stack S as formed on 

the box bottom plate 49 to the discharged position, the 
stack 5 is then pushed endwise from the plate 49 as shown 
in FIG. 2, between a horizontally driven belt 66, traveling 
across a horizontal table top 66' and a belt 67 that travels 
about guiding rollers 68-68 and 69; this belt being 
backed by a fixed plate 70. From roller 68 the belt 67 
slopes upwardly to the belt driving roll 69. Thus, as the 
stack S is received in the diverging mouth portion of the 
passage between the belts 66 and 67, which belts travel 
at the same speed, it is caused to be yieldingly com 
pressed and any air that may be trapped between sheets 
of the stack is thus caused to be squeezed out. As the 
deaerated stack passes from between these belts, it may 
be conveyed by belt 66 to a place for storage, for Wrap 
ping or packaging. 

FIG. 2 shows belt 66 to be passed about and driven by 
a belt roller 72 and belt 67 to be driven by power trans 
mission belt 74 which has sprocket wheel driving conneca 
tions with roller 72 and 69. It is also seen that the rollers 
68-68 are mounted by a rigid swing frame 75 which is 
pivoted on the supporting axis of roller 69 as shown in 
FIG. 2. The belt 67 travels across the underside of the 
flat backing plate 70 which is fixed in the frame 75 between 
rollers 68–68. The frame 75 is upwardly yieldable at 
its discharge end against a pair of springs 77 mounted by 
a cross bar 78 fixed in the main frame structure as shown 
in FIG. 6, thus to yieldingly accommodate paper stacks 
of variable thicknesses, under a yieldable pressure. It is 
further to be explained that, after the fingers 60 have been 
extended to catch the cut sheets discharged from belt 33 
into the stacking box V and while the first formed stack 
is being lowered for delivery between the deaerating belts, 
the extended fingers are also caused to be gradually 
metered down. This lowering of the fingers is under con 
trol of an air cylinder 80 supported pivotally by a bracket 
81 from a vertical leg of the main frame structure as in 
FIG. 2. The cylinder 80 is supported substantially di 
rectly below the forward end of bar 63 and its piston rod 
83 extends upwardly therefrom and is connected pivotally 
by a link 84 with the support 65 that joins the vertically 
movable ends of the slide mounting bar 63. The regu 
lated exhausting of air from the lower end of cylinder 80 
results in the metering down of the extended fingers 60 
accordingly; the application of air under pressure to the 
lower end of the cylinder 80 lifts the fingers, after retract 
tion, to their upper limit, as in FIG. 1. 
The extending and retracting of the fingers 60 is con 

trolled by an air cylinder 90 that is mounted below and 
parallel with the bar 63 which carries the slide pate 62. 
It has a piston rod 91 extended to and attached to an 
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arm 92 that extends down from the slide 62. Thus, when 
the piston rod is extended from the cylinder, the slide 62 
is moved accordingly to extend the fingers. When it is 
retracted, the fingers are retracted accordingly. 
The ejection of a formed stack from the plate 49 to the 

deaerating belts is effected by means, as shown in FIG. 2, 
to comprise an air cylinder 95 fixed horizontally in the 
main frame structure below the level of the air cylinder 
90. It has a piston rod 95' extended from its forward 
end that mounts a push plate 96. When this piston rod 
is caused to be extended, the push plate engages the 
lowered stack S and moves it between the receiving ends 
of the deaerating belts 66 and 67 as has been shown in 
FIG. 2. Then the piston and push plate are retracted 
to the normal position of FIG. 1 while the belts 66 and 
67 move the stack for its deaeration. 
The various air cylinders and devices are controlled 

in their functions by valve means that can best be ex 
plained in connection with the diagrammatic showing of 
parts in FIG. 8. 
A cycle of operations begins with cut paper sheets 

being rapidly delivered from cutter R onto feed belt 33 
from which they are discharged into the stacking box 
V and are dropped therein onto the box bottom plate 
49 which is then at its fully lifted position of FIG. 1. 
As the stack builds up, this plate 49 is lowered accord 
ingly by the controlled bleeding of air from cylinder 
58x. When the stack reaches a predetermined count, 
as established by a counter, operated by direct connec 
tion with the cutter R, the stack discharge cycle begins. 
The retracted fingers 60 are first caused to be extended 
across the top of the finished ream, by the admittance of 
air under pressure to the outer end of cylinder 90. As 
the fingers leave, valve 102 is shifted, which starts ex 
hausting the air from cylinder 80 as shown in FIG. 1 
to gradually lower the fingers. When the fingers reach 
their fully extended positions, the finger mounting slide 
engages and acautes a valve 101 to energize cylinder 58 
to quickly lower plate 49 and the finished ream stack 
to its discharge level. 
When the stack S reaches discharge level, the air cyl 

inder 95 is energized thus to extend its rod 95 and the 
push plate 96 to push the stack S from plate 49 to a 
position between the ends of the deaerating belt 66 and 
67. The push plate 96 is then retracted by cylinder 95 
to normal position as in FIG. 1. This stack displace 
ment is followed by the upward return of plate 49 to 
raised position, to receive the forming ream from fingers 
60 which are caused to be retracted and the stack of 
sheets thereon deposited on the lifted plate 49 and 
the depositing of sheets from belt 33 thereon continues 
to complete the stack to full count. The plate 49 im 
mediately starts metering down. 

In FIG. 8, we have shown electrical and air sequences 
and control as follows: 
A Switch is actuated from Rotary cutter R, giving im 

pulse to the counter for each sheet or group of sheets 
cut. When a predetermined count has been reached, 
relay f is energized and relay g is opened to de-energize 
solenoid valve 12 which, in turn, actuates air cylinder 
90 to extend the fingers 60. As the fingers 60 move 
forwardly, valve 119 shifts and air is allowed to exhaust 
from cylinder 80 to lower the extended fingers as the 
stack builds up thereon. This causes the piston actuated 
valves 114 and 118 to shift, thus exhausting the piston 
ends of cylinders 58 and 58x. 
When the fingers 60 reach their extended position, valve 

117 is thereby caused to be shifted to actuate cylinder 
58 to lower the box bottom 49 to stack discharge posi 
tion. As it moves down, the normally closed switch 
TDS is opened which de-energizes and opens M and N 
which, in turn, de-energizes f which closes g and opens t. 
As the table 49 lowers to discharge position, valve 

110 is shifted which in turn shifts piston actuated valve 
121 to actuate cylinder 95 to extend the pusherplate 96. 
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6 
As pusher leaves, valve 116 shifts and connects port 
valve 130 and pilot of valve 132 to exhaust. When 
pusher 96 reaches extended position valve 135 shifts, 
which in turn shifts piston actuated valve 132 which in 
turn exhausts pilot of valve 121 allowing it to shift and 
actuate cylinder 95 to retract the pusher. In addition, 
piston actuated valve 130 is shifted to ready it for raising 
the table 49. 
When table 49 reaches up position, normally open 

switch TUS is closed, which energizes K and closes M 
and N, which in turn energizes solenoid operated valve 
112 and actuates cylinder 90 which retracts the fingers 
60 and shifts piston actuated valve 130. 
When fingers 60 reach retracted position, valve 119 is 

shifted, which actuates cylinder 80 to return fingers to 
raised position and shifts position actuated valve 114 
to exhaust air from cylinder 58x and start table plate 
49 to metering down. In addition, valve 118 is shifted 
to hold pressure on piston end of top table cylinder 58 
and rod end of bottom cylinder 58.x to make a positive 
metering down of table 49 possible. 

Manually operated valve 111 has been inserted to 
initially start table 49 in the raised position. Valve 
11 is shifted which in turn shifts piston actuated valve 
14 to actuate cylinder 58.x to raise the table. 
What we claim is: 
1. A mechanism of the character described comprising 

in combination, means for successively delivering sheets 
of like size into a sheet stacking box; said box having 
an independently movable bottom on which said de 
livered sheets are received to form a stack, means for 
lowering said bottom in the box in accordance with the 
building up of a stack of sheets thereon, sheet catching 
means movable from a retracted position outside the 
box to an extended position within the box directly 
overlying a stack formed on said bottom, to temporarily 
receive the delivered sheets for stacking thereon during 
a time interval for removal of the formed stack from 
said box bottom, means operable for lowering the box 
bottom and stack as formed thereon to a discharge 
level for the removal of the stack from said bottom, 
means for returning the unloaded box bottom to a posi 
tion immediately below said extended sheet catching 
means, another means operable incident to the return 
of the box bottom to initial position for retracting said 
sheet catching means from the box and thereby deposit 
ing the sheets stacked thereon on said bottom and 
means operable to cause said sheet catching means, upon 
its being extended, to be gradually lowered in accord 
ance with the build up of a stock of sheets thereon. 

2. A mechanism according to claim 1 including, also, 
means for pushing a formed stack endwise from the 
box bottom when the box bottom has been lowered to 
the stack discharge level, and a pair of driven, coacting 
conveyor belts is spaced to receive the stack endwise as 
pushed from the box bottom between them and to 
progressively apply pressure to the stack as it is moved 
by and between said pair of belts for expulsion of air 
from between the stacked sheets. 

3. A mechanism of the character described compris 
ing in combination, means for successively delivering 
paper sheets of like size into a sheet stacking box; said 
box having dimension defining walls and an independent 
ly movable bottom onto which said delivered sheets are 
received to form a stack, a support for the box bottom 
comprising one means associated therewith for causing 
said box bottom to be lowered thereby in accordance 
with the build up of a stack of sheets thereon and another 
means for the quick final lowering of said bottom and 
Stack to a stack discharge level, means for actuating 
the support to return the box bottom to its raised posi 
tion, horizontally extending sheet catching members sup 
ported for shifting from a retracted position outside the 
Stacking box to an extended position, inside the box 
directly overlying a stack forming on said bottom to 
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temporarily receive incoming sheets thereon during a 
period for the removal of the formed stack, means for 
displacing the formed stack from the box bottom when 
lowered to discharge level, means for actuating the box 
bottom support to return the unloaded bottom to its 
initial position, and means for causing the retraction of 
said sheet catching members from the box and the in 
cidental depositing of stacked sheets therefrom on said 
bottom. 

4. A mechanism according to claim 3 wherein said 
means for moving said box bottom between its upper 
and lower limits of travel comprises a pair of power 
cylinders mounted coaxially end to end and joined as a 
unit, each cylinder containing a reciprocal piston and 
piston rod, the rod of one piston being extended down 
wardly to serve as a support for the assembled cylinders 
and the rod of the other being extended upwardly fron 
its cylinder as a mounting for the box bottom; Said rods 
being extendable from their cylinders by fluid pressure 
medium for the actuation to and support of the box bot 
ton in its initial sheet receiving position, a valve means 
for controlling the metered exhausting of pressure medi 
um from one of said cylinders for the lowering of the 
unit and box bottom in accordance with stack build-up 
and another valve means for a quick exhaustion of pres 
sure medium from the other cylinder for the quick final 
lowering of the unit and bottom to stack discharge level. 

5. A mechanism according to claim 3 wherein said 
sheet catching members extend from a slide that is re 
ciprocally mounted on a horizontal bar, and wherein 
a pressure cylinder is operatively connected with said 
slide for the extending and retracting of Said members 
and a valve means is operable upon delivery of a pre 
determined number of sheets onto the box bottom for 
controlling an application of a fluid pressure medium to 
one end of said cylinder, and another valve means is 
operable under control of the return movement of the 
unloaded box bottom to its initial position, to apply the 
pressure medium to the other end of the cylinder said 
horizontal bar on which said slide is reciprocally mounted 
being pivotally supported at one end for vertical move 
ment of said sheet catching members, and means is 
provided for moving said bar downwardly at its mov 
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able end to lower the extended catch members in ac 
cordance with build up of a stack thereon and to lift 
it to normal position when the bottom is lifted back 
to its upper position. 

6. A machine of the character described comprising 
in combination, means for the delivery of paper sheets 
of like size successively into a sheet stacking box, a 
sheet counter operable by delivery means; said stacking 
box comprising dimension defining walls and an inde 
pendently movable bottom onto which said sheets are 
received from the conveyor for stacking, a vertical Sup 
port for the box bottom comprising two power cylinders 
joined end to end as a unit, with the piston rod of the 
lower cylinder extending downwardly to a fixed support 
and with the piston rod of the upper cylinder extended 
upwardly and mounting the box bottom thereon, valve 
means associated respectively with said cylinders for con 
rolling the application of a fluid pressure medium thereto 

to effect lifting of the box bottom to a top position to 
receive sheets from the conveyor, means for causing the 
valve means of the lower cylinder to meter out the 
pressure medium therefrom to maintain the top of the 
stack as formed, at a constant level, and means under 
control of said sheet counter for quickly exhausting 
pressure medium from the top cylinder upon the build 
ing of the stack to a predetermined count to effect a 
quick lowering of the box bottom and stack to a dis 
charge level, and a stack pushing cylinder with control 
valve operable incident to the quick lowering of the box 
bottom to discharge position, to admit pressure medium 
to the pushing cylinder to displace the stack from said 
botton. 
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